The general multitask simulation of aircraft engine has been developed in order to meet the needs coming from aircraft, engine and academic for research & develop platform. In the package, not only can military and commercial aircraft engine be visually modeled, but also different simulating tasks can be completed, such as flight performance, linear state space model, transient & fault simulating. The objective of this paper is to provide the comprehensive overview of general multitask simulation package of aircraft engine.
Introduction
There is great interest in the development of integrated aircraft/engine design, engine advanced control algorithm and Engine Health Management [1] . So the simulation model of aircraft engine is needed in order to complete different design tasks. As different calculating requirement which comes from aircraft, engine and academic departments, it is essential to build the general multitask simulation package to solve the problem.
In recent years, the commercial engine simulation package based on Matlab/Simulink is developed, which is tools for advanced control and Health Management [1, 2] . Other engine simulation planning on concept of intelligent engine control is supported by NASA and GE [3, 4] . In the meantime, a graphical simulation program which is developed using java language is released for distributed engine design calculating [5, 6] .The GSP is developed by using Delphi in Holland, which aims at modeling many types Jet engine and its control system [7] . In 90s years, many modeling methods [8] and simulations package [9, 10, 11, 12] are developed in China, such as using oriented-object coding technique, the visual modeling and simulation environment is built using C++ language. The general multitask simulation of aircraft engine is developed in C++ language visual tools. The objective of this paper is to provide the comprehensive overview of general multitask simulation package of aircraft engine. First, the general package means the visual modeling and simulation environment of aircraft engine and many types of military and commercial aircraft engine can be modeled for different aircraft design tasks. Second, different simulating tasks can be completed and the data results can be output visually in the form of data table or curve graph. The multitasks are included flight performance, linear state space model, transient & fault simulating etc. Now the details are separately described as follows.
Visual Modeling Environment
The engine consisted of many components which are connected by flow paths and rotors, so every component of engine may be considered as an object entity. The oriented-object method is adopted to design engine model which is divided into three type objects, such as component, path and shaft. The component objects ancestor relativity is referring Fig 1. The oriented-object modeling and coding technique is more suitable to design visual simulation tools. If you could drag component icons to modeling zone in order of flow path station, the engine modeling process is finished by simple click actions in simulation environment, in which the typical commercial turbofan engine model is referring Fig 2. But in the engine model, the first constraint is that the TCell object is existing as well as TPath or TShaft object although it is automatically created in simulation environment. The second constraint is that the model is starting with the inlet object and ending with TNozz object along with flow path. For example, the typical commercial turbofan engine model is modeled in Fig 2, certainly the military turbofan, turbojet or other types engine model can be easily built in simulation environment.
In the graphical user interface, most of initial data of engine model can be filled in form, and component's characteristics are supply by data file. Especially, the sensor measure output and control input can be freely setup in order to invalid the control configurations. In the meantime, sensor noise level and data I/O interface can also be setup. 
Engine Performance in Flight Envelop
The engine model setup in modeling environments can be described in form of nonlinear state space model, which is consisted of two parts, such as differential equations and algebraic equation, observation equation and performance equations. As follows:
The former is represented for dynamic characteristics and mass flow balance of engine, the latter is represented for the measured sensor output and the unmeasured performance output. In the equations, the x vector is state variable, vector is the tuning variable, u vector is the control input variable, h is health parameter, y vector is measurable output, p vector is unmeasurable performance output ,such as engine force, special fuel consume-sfc etc.
Engine is serviced for aircraft, especially in the integrated aircraft/engine design, the much calculating iteration and optimization between aircraft and engine designer may happen. So the basic requirement for engine model is the ability of calculating the performance in flight envelop. When the engine control principle is inserted into the equation (1), the augmented equation which described as engine steady state model is as follows:
Where ns x and n x is expected engine state and actual engine state, for example x stands for fan rotor speed, compressor rotor speed or pressure and temperature limits. After the control principle, the flight altitude and flight Mach number is setup, the performance of engine force and specific fuel consumption-sfc is completed and output in graphical form. The typical flight envelop referred to Fig 3, and The performance of engine is as 
Linear State Space Model
The linear state space model is basic for research on modern advanced control algorithms and engine health management, for example Performance Seeking Control-PSC, engine fault-tolerant control, Integrated Flight/Propulsion Control-IFPC, health parameter estimate and fault prognosis etc. The nonlinear equations (1) 
Now the above equation (5) can be changed to linear state space model which is treated as state variable x and health parameter h , as follows:
The above equation is the classic engine linear state space model which is much suitable to estimating the performance and health parameter of engine.
Close-loop Transient and Fault Simulating
The engine control system modeling and simulating can be graphically realized in Matlab /Simulink. So it is crucial how to connect the above engine simulation environments with the Matlab /Simulink in order to implement the close-loop simulation. The connection way is referred to Fig 5. The data transfer is realized by using the UDP manner and the simulating time is synchronous by separately real-time clock control. In the way, the intelligent control and advanced optimization algorithm can be invalided in Matlab/Simulink which is linked to simulation environment. In the meantime, the control system model, for example certainly some sensor and actuator model may be considered as ideal, should be inserted into the control system model if it is necessary.
On the basis of commercial turbofan engine model, the dynamic performance of transient process or fault events can be simulated according to equations [1] .The simulation state of affairs is as follows: the engine state is migrating from idle to maximum within 3.5 seconds, then at 6 seconds the fault of high pressure turbine happens, where the efficiency is reduced by 2% and the flow ability is increased by 1%. The measured data output is showed in N1/N1design is reduced due to turbine work decreased. In the means time, the control system in Matlab/Simulink maintains the rotor speed N0/N0design resuming the expected constant after a while.
Conclusion
The general multitask simulation package of aircraft engine is introduced in paper. Some details of the visual modeling and simulation environment, a commercial aircraft engine model and the different simulating tasks are described. The model equations are proved through the simulating results which is output in curve graph. The package is more suitable for research on Integrate aircraft/engine design and advanced control algorithm. Not only the money and time are saved, but also preciseness and effectiveness are gained.
